Visual neglect for far and near extra-personal space in humans.
The possible dissociation of unilateral neglect in far and near extra-personal space was systematically investigated using a modified version of the Wundt-Jastrow area illusion test. This task, which requires no motor response, has been shown to be sensitive to unilateral neglect. Stimuli were presented at two different distances (near and far) to a group of 70 patients with right hemispheric lesion (18 in acute and 52 in chronic stage). Twenty-eight patients evidenced unilateral neglect; that is, they displayed unexpected (i.e., contrary to the known illusory effect) responses when the stimuli were perceived as oriented toward the left side. However, performances in the two conditions were highly correlated and there were no individual instances of dissociation. These results suggest that the presence of a motor response may be necessary to show behavioral dissociations between different parts of extra-personal space.